
 
 

 

MEDIA RELEASE 
 
Appreciate chocolates the ancient way with Fossa Chocolate’s        
rustic bombs that explode with flavour in every bite  
 
This homegrown artisanal bean-to-bar chocolate maker’s newly launched Rustic Gems or           
little bite-size chocolate crunches won’t just transport you back in time; they’re sure to leave               
you marveled and craving for more. 

  
Singapore, 21 November 2018 – Known for their bold flavours and beautiful packaging,             
Fossa Chocolate is the latest talk of the town often associated with being unconventional              
and incredibly alluring. The latest addition to their collection - the bite-sized Rustic Gems -               
are made using methods of the ancient chocolate makers which are more than a hundred               
and forty years old. 
 
“By reducing the days of grinding and conching, we are able to retain most of the natural                 
cacao flavours and maintain a crunchy texture,” explained Jay Chua, Fossa Chocolate’s            
founder and chief chocolate maker, “When you pop a Rustic Gem in your mouth, close your                
eyes and savour every chew slowly. The flavour is subtle at the beginning but don’t be                
fooled. Give it a couple more bites and experience the chocolate bomb in your mouth.” 
 
Love at first bite 
Prior to its launch on Fossa Chocolate’s web store, the Rustic Gem made its debut a few                 
months ago at closed door gatherings and tasting sessions, where it was an instant hit. 
 
“I have never tasted anything like that, a normal chocolate or praline might be similar but it’s                 
not too close either. These gems have a much more intense flavour and very surprising               
texture, it’s quite an unexpected delight! I love how it has a unique story behind it too,” said                  
KimKevin de Dood, head chef at Michelin Star restaurant Saint Pierre. 
 
“It’s incredible! I really like the sugar crunch, and yet it’s dark (chocolate) and not too sweet                 
so I won’t feel guilty eating them every day. I can imagine it’ll pair really well with coffee and                   
dark teas,” said Li Hong Yuan, full time speech therapist and brainchild of lifestyle tea               
concept Pekoe & Imp. 
 
Checking boxes for retailers 
While consumers dig the luscious melt of chocolates, retailers are less fond due to restrictive               
storage conditions. However, Fossa Chocolate’s Rustic Gems may just be the perfect            
solution for diverse retail and warehouse environments.  
 
Unlike typical chocolates that require storage between 15 to 25 degree celsius, these hardy              
creations have no problem withstanding the summer heat without refrigeration due to the             
larger particle sizes which result in higher melting temperature. 
 



 
 

 

Experience also had a role to play in developing the gems.  
 
Having worked with retail and corporate clients from Singapore, United States and Hong             
Kong, modifications to packaging format and flavour assortment are not new to Fossa             
Chocolate, hence the Rustic Gem was created with mass customisation in mind. “Afterall,             
even an excellent product won’t sustain if it doesn’t check the boxes for our clients,” Chua                
elaborated, “The Rustic Gem’s small size and compact nature allows quantity and packaging             
to be versatile and optimised according to requirements.” 
 
The science behind chocolate’s seduction 
With its deep luxurious hue and alluring aroma, it is no wonder that ancient Mesoamericans               
referred to chocolate as food of the Gods. Cacao butter, a key ingredient found naturally in                
cacao beans, is solid at room temperature but with a little heat, it loses its strength and                 
acquires an irresistible molten, thick cream-like texture. This unique character is the main             
reason why a piece of chocolate in the mouth melts almost immediately. 
 
“Cacao butter is an expensive commodity so many chocolate manufacturers replace it with             
substitutes like hydrogenated vegetable oils. Not only do they fail to match up to the taste                
and aroma of real chocolate, they may also be unhealthy or lead to side effects,” shared                
Chua, “All of Fossa’s products are made without any of those.” 
 
A gem for all 
The Rustic Gem will be rolled out to retail partners by the end of the year but stocks are                   
already up on Fossa Chocolate’s web store.  
 
For bulk corporate orders, festive gifts and wedding favours, Fossa Chocolate will also be              
offering customisation of flavours and design. 
 
For more information about the Rustic Gem, please refer to the Annex A. 
 
To learn more Fossa Chocolate’s other offerings, visit www.fossachocolate.com or follow           
them on Instagram and Facebook @fossachocolate. 
 

-  The End - 

 
About Fossa Chocolate 
Fossa Chocolate is an artisanal bean-to-bar craft chocolate maker based in Singapore.            
Inspired by a new generation of chocolate makers worldwide, they are in pursuit of bringing               
forth the wonderful flavours of cacao to their neighbourhood, while sharing the authentic             
taste of Asia with the world. 
  
Bean to bar. Their team of chocolate makers and chocolatiers work very passionately to              
produce fine chocolate from scratch. They focus on bringing forth the unique flavours that              
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different origins have to offer, roasting and winnowing the cacao, grinding and tempering in              
small batches and finishing them in hand packaged chocolate bars.  
  
Quality & ethical sourcing. All their cacao are sourced without human exploitation, and they              
say no to commodity grade typically used by industrial makers. They pay a premium to get                
their hands on the top 5% of the world’s cacao crops from farmers and distributors who care                 
about quality and craftsmanship, so that customers may enjoy the deep flavours and             
complexity of natural cacao. 
  
No additives & substitutes. Their dark chocolates are presented in the purest form with only               
two ingredients - cacao and sugar. They do not use any flavourings, vegetable oil,              
emulsifiers or chemicals to fill their chocolates. 
 
Bold flavours. Known for their ability to offer very surprising but mind-blowingly delicious             
flavours, their Artisan Chocolates make use of ingredients one never imagined to be             
associated with chocolate. With new flavours launching every one to two months, they keep              
their customers excited and coming back for more. 
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Annex A: Rustic Gem Product Details 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 
 
Transport yourself a hundred and forty years back in time and have a taste of how ancient                 
chocolates used to be like with our bite-size Rustic Gems. Crunch your way through these               
little flavour bombs and experience a chocolatey explosion in your mouth. 
 
Perfect as little nibbles for guilt-free pleasure. 
 
Shelf life: 12 months 
 
Store in a cool & dry place (no refrigeration required) 


